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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a network
analysis method for use in relation to a network of the
type comprising a plurality of sub-networks each with a
plurality of nodes.
[0002] The network analysis method of the invention
has particular application to networks where the com-
ponent sub-networks are logical segments intercon-
nected by bridges operating at level 2 of the seven layer
OSI Reference Model. However, the network analysis
method can also be used in appropriate circumstances
with other networks such as Internet networks with "IP"
sub-network interconnected by routers or gateways op-
erating at level 3 of the OSI Reference Model.
[0003] As network monitoring systems become more
and more sophisticated and comprehensive, the net-
work operator has an increasing problem identifying sig-
nificant data amongst the volumes of data on network
operation provided by such monitoring systems. This is
particularly so where the network comprises several
sub-networks with certain nodes acting as global serv-
ers across all sub-networks as in such cases it is difficult
to get a true picture of what is really happening on each
sub-network.
[0004] The document: "Some graph partitioning prob-
lems and algorithms related to routing in large computer
networks" by A. Bouloutas et al. presented in the Inter-
national Conference on Distributed Computing
Systems" 1989, represents the closest prior art to the
problem of network partitioning into a plurality of sub-
networks.
[0005] It is an object of the present invention to pro-
vide a network analysis method that facilitates an ap-
preciation of network operation and how such operation
can be improved.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] According to the present invention, there is
provided a network analysis method for use in relation
to a network of the type comprising a plurality of sub-
networks each with a plurality of nodes, the method
comprising the steps of:

1) - monitoring the network to collect and store traf-
fic data indicative of the linkage between nodes as
judged by traffic therebetween;
2) - processing the traffic data to identify nodes act-
ing as local servers, that is, servers whose linkage
to any one of said sub-networks is equal to or great-
er than a predetermined portion of the total linkage
of that server; and
3) - determining for at least one of the local servers
identified in step (2), the optimum sub-network for
this local server, this determination involving notion-
ally locating the local server concerned on each
sub-network in turn and evaluating for each such

location of the local server, a predetermined opti-
mal-location function that provides a measure of the
traffic between sub-networks that would be associ-
ated with local server in its current notional location,
said determination further including identifying as
said optimum sub-network, that sub-network for
which evaluation of said function indicates a mini-
mum for said traffic between sub-networks.

[0007] The objective of the invention is carried out by
the method presented in claims 1-8.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] A network analysis method according to the in-
vention will now be described, by way of non-limiting ex-
ample, with reference to the accompanying diagram-
matic drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a node cluster diagram depicting an ex-
ample network with four subnetworks;

Figure 2 is a diagram similar to Figure 1 but show-
ing example total traffic between nodes of
the Figure 1 network for a given monitoring
period;

Figure 3 is a diagram illustrating the main program
items and data structures used in the net-
work analysis method;

Figure 4A shows a first form of traffic element data
structure;

Figure 4B shows a second form of traffic element da-
ta structure;

Figure 5 is a flow chart of an Extract-Servers pro-
gram shown in Figure 3;

Figure 6 is a diagram similar to Figure 2 but show-
ing only that component of the total traffic
involving a node N1;

Figure 7 is a diagram similar to Figure 2 but show-
ing only those components of the total traf-
fic that remain after removal of traffic as-
sociated with global servers as identified
by the Figure 5 Extract-Servers program;

Figure 8 is a diagram similar to Figure 2 but show-
ing only part of the network and only that
component of the total traffic that is asso-
ciated with a local server node N5 as iden-
tified by the Figure 5 Extract-Server pro-
gram;

Figure 9 is a flow chart of a Move-Suggestions pro-
gram shown in Figure 3;

Figure 10 is a flow chart of a Place-Server program
item used by the Figure 9 Move-Sugges-
tions program;

Figure 11 is a flow chart of a Place-Client program
item used by the Figure 9 Move-Sugges-
tions program;

Figure 12 is a diagram similar to Figure 2 but show-
ing only one sub-network and only those
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components of the total traffic that are lo-
cal to the sub-network and are associated
with local servers as identified by the Fig-
ure 5 Extract-Server program;

Figure 13 is a flow chart of a Split-Suggestions pro-
gram shown in Figure 3;

Figure 14 is a flow chart of a Prune-Workgroups pro-
gram item used by the Figure 13 Split-
Suggestions program;

Figure 15 is a flow chart of a Merge-Workgroups pro-
gram item used by the Figure 13 Split-
Suggestions program; and

Figure 16 is a flow chart of a Split-Decision program
item used by the Figure 13 Split-Sugges-
tions program.

BEST MODE OF CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0009] Figure 1 depicts an example network compris-
ing four logical segments (sub-networks) X1, X2, X3 and
X4 each with a plurality of nodes N, the nodes associ-
ated with a particular logical segment being clustered
together. The logical segments are inter-connected by
spanning devices in the form of bridges operating at lev-
el two of the seven-layer OSI Reference Model; each
bridge makes its appearance on the Figure 1 cluster di-
agram in the form of a corresponding node in each of
the two logical segments it inter-connects. The pattern
of interconnection of the logical segments by the bridges
is not of importance for the purposes of the present de-
scription. The example network of Figure 1 may be con-
stituted by bridged Ethernets with each node being iden-
tified by an Ethernet address valid across all the logical
segments of the network. The nodes N source and sink
traffic to/from each other, this traffic being in the form of
discrete message packets carrying both source and
destination node addresses as well as the data to be
transmitted.
[0010] The Figure 1 network will be used as the basis
for example traffic distribution diagrams used hereinaf-
ter to facilitate the description of the network analysis
methods of the invention. For the purposes of the fol-
lowing description, it is assumed that the topology of the
network in terms of which nodes are associated with
which logical segments, is already known.
[0011] Figure 2 illustrates the traffic across the Figure
1 network over a given period of time, the passing of
message packets between two nodes being represent-
ed by a line drawn therebetween with the thickness of
the line providing a coarse indication of the quantity of
traffic. In the present example, the traffic flows are de-
rived by examination of the layer 2 source and destina-
tion addresses associated with each packet. Because
the layer 2 addresses are valid across the whole net-
work, examining the layer 2 addresses gives the true
source and destination nodes of a packet regardless of
the path taken across the network by the message pack-
et.

[0012] Despite the lack of clarity in Figure 2 resulting
from the crowding together of traffic lines, it is possible
to see that certain nodes communicate heavily with the
other nodes of the network. For example, nodes N1 and
N2 on logical segment X1 appear to communicate with
virtually all other nodes of the network from which it
might be reasonably inferred that these nodes have
some overall role in monitoring or controlling the net-
work.
[0013] Whilst diagrams of the Figure 2 form give a net-
work operator a general feel as to what is happening on
the network, they do not permit a detailed scrutiny of the
behaviour of the network and are easy to misconstrue.
[0014] The network analysis methods to be described
hereinafter analyze traffic data similar to that used to
create diagrams of the Figure 2 form with a view to pro-
viding useful information on the character of the network
and how its performance may be improved.
[0015] The general philosophy behind the network
analysis methods to be described is that major improve-
ments in the network's performance generally will not
come from repositioning nodes that have a global pat-
tern of communication (that is, their communication is
not primarily with one logical segment) but from modify-
ing the network in relation to nodes that communicate
primarily with one logical segment (though not neces-
sarily the segment upon which the node itself is located).
[0016] An important analysis task is therefore to sep-
arate out those nodes which communicate primarily on
a global basis ("global servers") from those nodes who
communicate primarily with one segment only and are
major communicators in relation to that segment ("local
servers"). It will be appreciated that whilst there may be
many nodes which primarily communicate only with one
segment, only some of these nodes will have a server-
like role. Upon the local servers being identified, the net-
work analysis methods described herein are then used
to make suggestions as to whether any of these local
servers should be moved to another logical segment
and as to whether it would be worthwhile splitting a seg-
ment between two associated local servers.
[0017] Figure 3 illustrates the main program items and
the main data structures used in the implementation of
the present invention described hereinafter. More par-
ticularly, three main program components are provided,
these being an Extract-Servers program 10, a Move-
Suggestions program 1, and a Split-Suggestions pro-
grams 12.
[0018] The Extract-Servers program 10 has available
to it both traffic data and data on the logical arrangement
of the network. The traffic data is in the form of a set of
traffic elements 22 characterising node-to-node traffic
on the network over a particular period. The data on the
logical arrangement of the network is in the form of a list
of segments 20 and a list of nodes 21, each list including
association information between segments and nodes.
The Extract-Servers program 10 analyses the traffic da-
ta presented in traffic elements 22 to produce a global
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servers list 23 and a local servers list 24.
[0019] The Move-Suggestions program 11 includes
program items Place-Server 13 and Place-Client 14.
The Move-Suggestions program 11 looks in turn at each
local server identified by program 10 to decide whether
it would be beneficial to move the local server to another
segment and, if so, whether there would also be benefit
in moving any of its client nodes (that is, nodes with
which it communicates) to the same segment. On the
basis of this analysis, program 11 produces a list of
move suggestions (node-moves list 25). The program
11 also produces a list of work groups (workgroups list
26), each work group comprising a local server and its
closely linked client nodes, if any.
[0020] The Split-Suggestions program 12 includes
program elements Prune-Workgroup 15, Merge-Work-
group 16, and Split-Decision 17. The program 12 looks
at each logical segment of the network in turn and
groups all nodes into two work groups using as a basis
the work groups listed in the workgroups list 26. The pro-
gram 12 then makes a decision whether it would be
worthwhile splitting the segment between two work
groups and if it decides that there would be benefit in
doing this, it enters a split suggestion in a segment-splits
list 27.
[0021] As will become clear hereinafter, the level of
sophistication of the programs 10, 11 and 12 (and, in
particular, of program 10 in identifying global and local
servers) depends on the depth of detail provided by the
traffic data (elements 22). Thus, the traffic data may sim-
ply be based on level-2 packet information, that is, on
the source and destination node addresses of message
packets passed across the network with no attempt be-
ing made to look at higher level structuring contained in
the data part of the packets. Alternatively, the traffic data
may take account of such higher level structuring with
a view to providing an indication as to whether packets
passing to and from a particular node do so with the
node acting in a server role or in a client role. In the ab-
sence of this more detailed form of traffic data, the Ex-
tract-Servers program 10 must make its judgement
about which nodes are servers, simply on the basis of
traffic-linkage magnitudes.
[0022] Whatever level of traffic data is required, ap-
propriate network monitoring systems will be apparent
to persons skilled in the art. One such system is, for ex-
ample, described in our European Patent specification
EP-A-0 480 555 which is based on randomly sampling
packets (it will be appreciated that certain details regard-
ing how much data is captured on each sampled packet
may need to be varied from those described in that spec-
ification but such variation will be a matter of routine to
persons skilled in the art). Other monitoring systems, in-
cluding those that record every packet received at the
monitoring points, can also be used.
[0023] For clarity of explanation, the operation of the
programs 10, 11 and 12 will first be described for the
case where the traffic data is based on the level-2 packet

information without recourse to examination of higher-
level structuring of the message data. The refinements
possible with higher-level structuring information will
then be discussed.
[0024] As already indicated, the traffic data analyzed
by the programs 10, 11, 12 comprises a set of traffic el-
ements 22. Figure 4A shows the structure of a traffic
element 22 for the case where the traffic data is based
on level 2 packet information only. As can be seen, each
traffic element comprises four fields, namely a node -1
identity field, a node-2 identity field, a total traffic field,
and an "Enable" flag field. Where traffic elements 22
have the Figure 4A form, then there is a respective traffic
element 22 for each pair of communicating nodes in the
network, the identity of the nodes involved being record-
ed in the node-1 and node-2 identity fields. Each such
traffic element 22 is used to record the total traffic (for
example, in terms of the number of packets and/or the
number of bytes) passed between the nodes concerned
in both directions.
[0025] The Enable flag field of each Figure 4A traffic
element 22 permits that elements to be marked for in-
clusion or exclusion from the traffic data being consid-
ered at any particular time by the programs 10, 11, 12.
By convention, when an element 22 has its Enable flag
set, it is included in the currently-relevant traffic data,
whilst when the flag is reset, the element is excluded.
Initially (at the start of program 10) the Enable Flags of
all traffic elements making up the traffic data, are in a
set state.
[0026] Turning now to the consideration of the Extract
Servers program 10, this program is shown in flowchart
form in Figure 5 and comprises steps 30 to 39. On start-
ing, program 10 examines the traffic data represented
by the traffic elements 22 and creates a list of all active
nodes (step 30) that is, nodes transmitting or receiving
traffic. If, in fact, there are no active nodes (tested in step
31) then the program 10 terminates immediately. How-
ever, if as will generally be the case, the traffic data
shows that there are active nodes, the program 10 then
proceeds to step 32 in which it looks for the presence of
nodes in the list of active nodes that are acting as global
servers.
[0027] In this context, by "global server" is meant a
node whose traffic linkage with any of the logical seg-
ments X1-X4 of the network is less than a predeter-
mined proportion of the total linkage of that node with
all segments. Generally this predetermined proportion
will be 50% or thereabouts. In other words a global serv-
er is a node with no predominate linkage to any partic-
ular logical segment of the network. The measure of traf-
fic linkage used in making the assessment as to whether
a node is a global server is preferably simply a count of
the number of peer nodes - that is, the number of nodes
with which the node of interest communicates; however,
it would also be possible to base the measure on the
traffic volume in terms of packets, frames or bytes ex-
changed with each logical segment provided the total
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traffic field of each traffic element 22 records the appro-
priate information.
[0028] Figure 6 illustrates the network traffic due to a
global server node N1 in logical segment X1. As can be
seen, the node N1 communicates with substantially all
other nodes with the result that its with any one of the
logical segments X1 to X4 is less than 50% of its com-
munication with all the segments taken together.
[0029] Assuming that at least one global server is
found in the active node list in step 32, the program 10
next executes step 33 in which it identifies the global
server in the active node list that has the highest total
traffic linkage (again preferably measured in terms of
peer node count, though if two global servers have the
same peer node count, resort can then be had to looking
at total traffic volumes). Once step 33 has identified the
most active global server, the identity of this server is
added to the global-server list 23 (step 34).
[0030] The program 10 next proceeds to step 35 in
which the server just identified is removed from the ac-
tive node list and its associated traffic elements 22 are
disabled by resetting of the Enable flag in each of these
elements.
[0031] The program now returns to step 32 and on the
basis of the modified traffic data (that is, the traffic data
with certain of the elements 22 disabled) it tests again
to see whether there are any global servers present in
the active node list; if so, steps 33 to 35 are repeated.
This process continues until no global servers are iden-
tified in the active node list by the test of step 32. For
the example traffic of Figure 2, three iterations of steps
33 to 35 will occur before no further global servers are
found. The first iteration identifies node N1 as a global
server, the second iteration identifies node N2 as a glo-
bal server, and the third iteration identifies N3 as a global
server. With the traffic elements of these global servers
disabled, the remaining elements represent a traffic dis-
tribution as shown in Figure 7.
[0032] When step 32 fails to identify a global server,
then step 36 is carried out to test for the presence of any
local servers in the active node list. In this context, a
"local server" is a node whose traffic linkage with the
logical segment with which it is most linked, is greater
than a predetermined proportion (generally 50% or
thereabouts) of its total linkage with all segments. Thus,
for example, nodes N4, N5, N6 and N7 of Figure 7 are
acting as local servers for the traffic under consideration
(indeed, there are a number of other nodes acting as
local servers in Figure 7 but these have not been refer-
enced for clarity). It will be appreciated that the measure
or traffic linkage used in testing for a local server can,
as with the global server test, be simply a count of peer
nodes or may be a measure of actual traffic volume. It
will also be appreciated that the traffic linkage measures
are effected on the basis of the traffic data as modified
by the disabling of traffic elements by step 35.
[0033] Assuming that at least one local server is iden-
tified in the active node list, the program 10 then pro-

ceeds to step 37 in which it identifies the local server
with the highest traffic linkage (preferably measured as
a count of the total number of peer nodes with any tie
being resolved by reference to traffic volumes). Once
the local server with the highest traffic linkage been
identified, the identity of this server is added to the local
servers list 24 (step 38). Step 35 is then executed to
remove the identified server from the active nodes list
and to disable its associated traffic elements 22.
[0034] Thereafter, program 10 loops back to step 32
to test again for the presence of any global server in the
active node list (it being appreciated that the disabling
of the traffic elements associated with the just-identified
local server may have resulted in the emergence of a
new global server in the active node list though this is
not the case for the present example-traffic).
[0035] The identification of global and local servers
continues in this manner with the preferential identifica-
tion of global servers, until no more global or local serv-
ers are found. This will result in the program exiting from
step 36 to step 39 in which it re-enables all the traffic
elements 22 disabled during the running of the program
10. Progmm 10 then terminates.
[0036] Once the Extract-Servers program 10 has
identified the local servers, the Move-Suggestions pro-
gram 11 can be run to ascertain the optimum logical seg-
ment X1 to X4 for each local server and to suggest
whether as a consequence any local server nodes
should be moved together with any of their client nodes.
A typical situation where a local server could usefully be
moved is illustrated in Figure 8 which shows the logical
segments X3 and X4 and that component of the traffic
illustrated in Figure 7 that is associated with a local serv-
er node N5. From Figure 8 it can be seen that node N5
communicates primarily with logical segment X4 even
though local server node N5 is located on logical seg-
ment X3. Clearly it would be beneficial for the local serv-
er node N5 to be moved from the logical segment X3 to
the logical segment X4. It is this type of situation that
the Move-Suggestions program 11 is intended to iden-
tify.
[0037] Figure 9 is a flowchart of the Move-Sugges-
tions program 11. This program is intended to operate
on the collected traffic data from which the traffic ele-
ments 22 associated with the identified global servers
has been removed; accordingly, the first step 40 of the
program 11 is to disable the traffic elements associated
with the global servers. Thereafter program 11 enters a
loop structure in which each local server is considered
in turn taken in peer count size order (step 41), the exit
test from this loop structure being in step 42 which tests
to see if there is a local server left to be processed.
[0038] Each local server undergoes processing steps
44 to 48 in order to determine whether it should be
moved to a different logical segment or whether any of
its client nodes should be moved.
[0039] More particularly, in step 44 the Place-Server
program item 30 is executed to determine if the local
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server being considered (the current "target" server)
should be moved, any move-suggestion being placed in
the node-moves list 25. The Place-Server program item
13 also notionally implements any suggested move for
the target server so as to enable subsequent step 46 to
check whether any of the client nodes of the target serv-
er should also be moved.
[0040] In step 45, a new work group data structure
(hereinafter, simply "workgroup") is created for the tar-
get server if it has not previously been included, as a
client node, in a workgroup created in an earlier iteration
of the steps 44-48 in respect of a local server with a high-
er client node count The workgroups are linked in a
workgroups list 26. Each workgroup is considered to be
associated with the logical segment on which the local
server giving rise to its creation is located.
[0041] Next, in step 46 the Place-Client program item
46 is executed to ascertain whether any of the client
nodes of the target server should be moved to the logical
segment of the server (this being the segment on which
the server is located after implementation of any move-
suggestion provided by step 44). Any client move sug-
gestion generated by the place-client program is stored
in the node-moves list 25 with each suggestion being
temporarily implemented. Furthermore, any client node
which is well linked to the target server (that is, substan-
tially at least half of that client's total linkage is with the
target server) is placed in the same workgroup as the
target server.
[0042] It will be appreciated that assessing whether a
client node is well linked to its associated local server is
carried out by looking at traffic volume measures rather
than node counts.
[0043] After all the client nodes of the target server
have been checked to see if they could be advanta-
geously moved, any notional movement of the target
server and its clients from their original segments are
reversed (steps 47 and 48) by appropriate action in the
relevant segment and node data structures 20 and 21.
[0044] Once all the local servers recorded in the local
server list 24 have undergone processing in steps 44 to
48, the loop structure of the Move-Suggestions program
item 11 is exited at step 42 and all the global-server traf-
fic elements are re-enabled (step 49) before the pro-
gram item 11 is terminated.
[0045] It should be noted that the reason why the local
servers are processed by program item 11 in the order
of their client count size, is to maximize as far as possi-
ble the association of the nodes into workgroups in step
45. More particularly, by processing the less-linked local
servers later on, it is possible that they may have already
been included within the workgroup of a more-linked lo-
cal server. In this case, not only is the less-linked local
server included in the same workgroup as the more-
linked local server, but also any of the less-linked local
server's client nodes that are well linked to the less-
linked local server, will also be included in the workgroup
of the more-linked local server.

[0046] Figure 10 is a flowchart of the Place-Server
program item 13 executed in step 44 of the Move-Sug-
gestions program 11. The Place-Server program 13 is
passed the identity of a particular target server and then
proceeds to test whether it is worthwhile moving the
server to a different segment. As a preliminary step,
however, the program 13 first tests to see whether the
server is, in fact, a spanning device (bridge/router/gate-
way) that cannot be readily moved and should be treat-
ed as fixed for the purposes of program 13 (see step
50). Indeed, step 50 can be generalised into a check of
a list of nodes specified as being unmovable for one rea-
son or another.
[0047] The Place-Server program 13 next proceeds
to step 51 where is ascertains the optimal segment for
the server under consideration. In the present example,
this is done by looking for the minimum total hop count
between the server and its client nodes working on the
basis that a client on the same segment as the server
scores a "zero" hop count whereas a client on a different
segment scores a "one" hop count (regardless of how
many segments may actually need to be hopped across
on the physical network to pass a message from the
server to that client). Thus, the server is notionally lo-
cated on each logical segment in turn and the corre-
sponding hop count value is calculated; the segment lo-
cation producing the minimum hop count is then identi-
fied as the optimum segment for the server under con-
sideration.
[0048] It will be appreciated that measures other than
the simple hop count measurement described above
can be used for determining the optimum segment. Suit-
able measures are those which are sensitive to the inter-
segment component of the traffic between the target
server and its clients for each location of the server.
Thus, for example, another suitable measure would be
the inter-segment traffic volume in packets/frames/
bytes generated for each position of the server.
[0049] Once the optimal segment location for the tar-
get server has been determined, a check is made in step
52 as to whether this segment differs from the current
segment of the target segment. If these segments are
the same, program 13 terminates. Assuming, however,
that the optimal segment does differ from the current
segment for the server, step 53 is executed in which a
check is made as to whether the target server is already
fixed as a client node in a workgroup created in respect
of an earlier-considered server. As already explained
above, it is possible that a server may be well linked as
a client to a more-linked server and therefore fixed in
the workgroup of the latter; in this case, the less-linked
server is considered to be immovable and the program
13 is terminated without a move suggestions being
made for the server.
[0050] Provided the target server is not fixed as a cli-
ent in the workgroup of another server, step 54 of the
Place-Server program 13 is executed to add a move
suggestion to the node-moves list 25; this suggestion
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identifies the server concerned, its current segment and
the proposed new segment. The proposed move is also
temporarily notionally executed by appropriate modifi-
cation of the server and segment data structures to in-
dicate that the server is now on the optimal segment just
identified. Thereafter, program 13 terminates.
[0051] Figure 11 is a flow chart of Place-Client pro-
gram item 14 executed in step 46 of the Move-Sugges-
tions program 11. The program 14 is executed for each
client node of the target server which is under consider-
ation during a current iteration of the Move-Suggestions
program 11.
[0052] The first two steps 60 and 61 of program 14
respectively check to see if the client node under con-
sideration is already fixed in a workgroup or whether it
is a device (or is otherwise more generally immovable),
in either of which cases the client node is considered
immovable and the program 14 is terminated.
[0053] Provided, however, the client node under con-
sideration is not immovable, a test is next carried out in
step 62 to see if the client node is well linked to the server
concerned. In this context, "well-linked" means that the
linkage of the client node to the server is greater than
50% of the total linkage of the client's node (as meas-
ured by traffic volumes). It will be appreciated that some
variation in the 50% figure is possible particularly in an
upwards direction. If the client node is not well-linked to
its server, then it is not considered appropriate for the
client node to be moved to the same segment as the
server and the program 14 is terminated. However, if the
client node is well-linked to the server under considera-
tion, the client node is added to the server's workgroup
and the identity of the target is entered into the data
structure of the client node identifying the server as the
primary server for the client node (step 63). Thereafter,
a check is made in step 64 as to whether the client's
segment differs from the server's segment and if so, step
65 is executed to add a move suggestion into the node
moves list 25 proposing that the client node be moved
to the server's segment. Execution of step 65 also in-
volves temporarily moving the client node to the server's
segment by updating the client node and segment data
structures concerned.
[0054] Having described the operation of the Move-
Suggestions program 11 and its associated program
item 13 and 14, consideration will now be given to the
Splits-Suggestion program item 12 with its associated
program items 15, 16 and 17.
[0055] The Split-Suggestions program 12 considers
each logical segment in turn to decide whether it would
be beneficial to split any of the segments into two. Figure
12 illustrates a situation taken from the example traffic
data where a logical segment, in this case segment X2,
into two segments (here, in correspondence to group-
ings based around local server nodes N6 and N7).
[0056] The Split-Suggestion program 12 starts from
the basis of the node groupings built up in the work-
groups list 26 by the Move-Suggestions program 11.

However, the workgroups recorded in the list 26 are not
immediately usable to make a decision regarding seg-
ment splitting because each such workgroup may con-
tain nodes from more than one segment and, addition-
ally not all the network nodes are included in the work-
groups (only those nodes which are well linked to server
nodes have been included by the program 11).
[0057] With reference to Figure 13, the first step 70 of
the Split-Suggestion program 12 involves checking
whether there are any workgroups in the workgroups list
26; if no such workgroups exist, then the program 12 is
terminated without any segment split suggestions hav-
ing been made. However, generally there will be several
workgroups in the workgroups list 26 and, in this case,
program 12 proceeds to step 71 in which the Prune-
Workgroup program item 15 is executed. The purpose
of the Prune-Workgroup program 15 is to prune each
workgroup so that it relates to only one segment and
only includes nodes on that segment whose linkage can
be traced back through nodes on the segment to the
server in respect of which the workgroup has been cre-
ated in step 45 of program 11. More particularly, the pro-
gram 15 will remove from the workgroup any node not
on the same logical segment as the workgroup and also
any node whose inclusion in the workgroup is either di-
rectly or indirectly a result of the original inclusion of a
node not on the logical segment of the workgroup.
[0058] Once the workgroups have been prured, a loop
structure is entered which has a looping mechanism
based on steps 72 and 73 for taking each segment in
turn and carrying out processing steps 74 to 77. More
particularly, in step 72, the first or next segment in the
list of segments is targeted, step 73 checking that the
end of the list has not been reached (if it has, program
12 is terminated).
[0059] For each logical segment, step 74 to 77 are ex-
ecuted. In step 74, a collection "WGCLTN" is formed of
all the workgroups in list 26 that are relevant to the cur-
rent target segment. Step 75 checks to see if there is
more than one workgroup in the collection WGCLTN; if
this is not the case, then it is assumed that it will not be
worth splitting the logical segment and processing re-
turns to the start off loop to take the next segment. As-
suming, however, that there are at least two workgroups
in WGCLTN, program 12 proceeds to step 76 in which
the Merge-Workgroups program item 16 is executed re-
sulting in all the nodes on the logical segment under con-
sideration being allocated to workgroups and the
number of workgroups reduced to only two.
[0060] Thereafter, step 77 executes the Split-Deci-
sion program item 17 to decide whether it is worthwhile
splitting the logical segment under consideration in cor-
respondence to the final two workgroups produced by
step 76. Any positive split suggestion is entered into the
segment-splits list 27, each entry identifying the seg-
ment concerned and the two groupings of nodes into
which it is suggested the segment be split.
[0061] Figure 14 is a flow chart of the Prune-Work-
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groups program item 15. This program 15 basically has
a double loop structure by which processing steps 85 to
87 are applied to each member node of each workgroup
in the workgroups list 26. More particularly, steps 80 and
81 are loop control steps causing the program 15 to ex-
amine each workgroup in list 26 in turn until all work-
groups have been looked at. For each new workgroup
examined, a list "Removed" is initialised in step 82.
Thereafter, an inner loop structure is entered in which
each node of the current workgroup is considered in
turn; however, progress down through the constituent
nodes of a workgroup depends on whether or not a
processing step 86 is executed in respect of a node - if
it is, then that node is removed from the workgroup and
put in the Removed list and processing of the workgroup
nodes starts again from scratch. In contrast, if the step
86 is not carried out in respect of a particular node then
progress down the nodes of the workgroup under con-
sideration continues.
[0062] More particularly, after the list Removed has
been initialised in step 82, step 83 takes the first member
node of the target workgroup with step 84 checking that
there is such a node (if there is not, this indicates that
all nodes in a workgroup has been processed and
processing returns to step 80 to pick up a new work-
group). Step 85 is then executed in respect of the first
node, this step being simply a test as to whether the
node concerned is on the same segment as the work-
group. If the target node is not on the same segment as
a workgroup, then step 86 is executed to remove the
target node from the workgroup and put in the Removed
list; thereafter, processing returns to step 85 - that is,
the same workgroup is taken again and its new first node
found. On the other hand, if in step 85 it is found that
the target node is on the same segment as the work-
group, step 87 is executed to ascertain whether the pri-
mary server of the target node is in the Removed list -
this, of course, will not be the case in respect of the first
node examined for a workgroup. A negative result in
step 87 results in execution of step 88 to advance the
target node to the next node in the workgroup and to
return processing to step 84. Processing continues in
this manner with nodes being pruned from the current
workgroup in step 86 if they either do not reside on the
same segment as the workgroup (as tested for in step
85) or the primary server of the node concerned is in the
Removed list (as tested for in step 87). When any node
is pruned, processing of the nodes of the workgroup is
re-initiated.
[0063] Figure 15 is a flowchart of the Merge-Work-
groups program item 16 carried out in step 26 of the
Split-Suggestions program 12. On start up of this pro-
gram item, many of the nodes of the segment concerned
may not have been allocated to the workgroups relevant
to the segment. The first step 90 of the program 16 is
therefore to create a set "AUN" of all active unallocated
nodes on the segment of interest, that is, nodes with as-
sociated traffic that are not already in a workgroup of the

segment.
[0064] Once the list AUN has been created, program
16 proceeds to step 91 in which it creates a respective
new workgroup for every node in AUN, each such work-
group being logged in the collection WGCLTN of work-
groups for the segment concerned.
[0065] An iterative process is then carried out to re-
duce the number of workgroups in collection WGCLTN
to two, step 92 being a test for this condition. The proc-
ess of reducing the number of workgroups to two is ef-
fected by merging workgroups together. Thus, in step
93 the smallest workgroup in WGCLTN is identified ei-
ther in terms of the number of nodes concerned or the
traffic volume flowing between these nodes. Once iden-
tified this smallest workgroup is removed from the col-
lection WGCLTN and is added into the workgroup in
WGCLTN with which it has the greatest linkage (in terms
of nodes or traffic volume), this addition being carried
out in step 94.
[0066] Once the number of workgroups in WGCLTN
has been reduced to two, the Merge-Workgroups pro-
gram 16 is exited.
[0067] Figure 16 is a flowchart of the Split-Decision
program item 17 carried out in step 77 of the Split-Sug-
gestions program 12. Program 17 makes a decision as
to whether a logical segment should be split into two
such segments in correspondence with the two remain-
ing workgroups in the WGCLTN list for the segment con-
cerned. This decision is made on the basis of traffic
flows within and between the two workgroups (for con-
venience these workgroups are referenced WG1 and
WG2). In the Figure 16 flowchart it is assumed that traffic
flows is evaluated in bytes but this will, of course, de-
pend on the traffic measure unit used in the traffic meas-
ure collected in the total traffic field of the traffic elements
22.
[0068] In step 95 of program 17 the internal traffic of
each workgroup WG1 and WG2 is determined, this in-
ternal traffic being the total traffic between nodes within
each workgroup. Also in step 95 a determination is
made of the linkage between workgroups WG1 and
WG2. As already indicated the internal traffic measures
and the workgroup linkage are all determined in terms
of bytes in the Figure 16 flowchart.
[0069] Next, step 96 is executed to determine the total
internal traffic for the segment concerned, again in
bytes.
[0070] On the basis of the foregoing measures, step
97 is then executed to determine whether it is worthwhile
splitting the segment concerned into two. The criteria
used for this decision are practical ones and may vary
depending on the circumstances. However, basically it
will only be worthwhile splitting a logical segment if the
total linkage between the two workgroups WG1 and
WG2 is not too large. There will also be little point in
splitting a segment if one or both of the workgroups only
represents a small amount of the total traffic for the seg-
ment or if the number of nodes in either of the work-
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groups is small. Step 97 particularizes the foregoing by
carrying out three tests and only recommending a split
of the segment if all three tests are passed; these three
tests are as follows:-

- a test that the internal traffic, in bytes, for each of
the workgroups WG1 and WG2 is greater than a
predetermined percentage (for example, 20%) of
the total segment internal traffic;

- a test that the number of nodes in each of the work-
groups WG1 and WG2 is greater than a predeter-
mined threshold (for example, 4);

- a test as to whether the linkage between WG1 and
WG2 is less than the internal traffic for each of WG1
and WG2.

[0071] As mentioned at the outset, the above descrip-
tion of an implementation of the network analysis meth-
od of the invention is for the case where the traffic data
contains no indication of the server/client role of a node
sending/receiving data. Such information may, howev-
er, be available; thus, for example, for messages being
sent under the TCP protocol, each message will include
a source node port number and a destination node port
number. Certain port numbers are preassigned for the
more common services. Port numbers preassigned in
this manner are known as "well-known ports". For ex-
ample, a machine providing a host name server service
will do so on a well-known port with a port number of 42;
similarly, a X.400 mail service will be provided on a well-
known port number 103.
[0072] Generally when one node is using an end point
which is not a well known port and it is communicating
with a well known port of another node, that latter node
will be acting as a server whilst the first mentioned node
will be acting as a client. Checking the port numbers of
the source and destination nodes therefore permits an
assessment to be made as to the respective roles being
performed by the nodes.
[0073] It does, however, often occur that two nodes
will communicate with each other both through well-
known ports. In this case, either no judgement can be
made as to which node is acting as a server and which
is a client, or recourse must be had to some prioritizing
of well-known port numbers in order to make a judge-
ment as to the roles of the nodes concerned. Of course,
if neither node is using a well-known port, then looking
at the port numbers does not assist in determining the
roles of the nodes concerned.
[0074] Figure 4B illustrates a form of traffic element
data structure suitable for use in the case where well-
known port numbers are used to identify node roles. The
first two fields of the Figure 4 data structure contain the
identities of the communicating node pair. The third and
fourth fields are used to specify which of the identified
nodes is acting as a client and which as a server (where
such information has been derived). The fifth field iden-
tifies the protocol under consideration - in this respect,

well-known port usage is not restricted to the TCP pro-
tocol and identical or similar mechanisms are operated
in other protocols. The sixth field of the Figure 4B data
structure is used to hold the port number for the node
identified as acting as a server; this port number will, of
course, be a well-known port number. The seventh and
eighth fields contain traffic volume data in the two direc-
tions of traffic flow between the pair of nodes concerned.
The final field is the Enabled Flag field already described
above in relation to the Figure 4A data structure.
[0075] It will be appreciated that whilst it was only nec-
essary to provide one traffic element for each pairing of
nodes in the case where no role information is being col-
lected, where such information is derived from the traf-
fic, then at least three traffic elements will be needed in
respect of each node pairing, one element to record traf-
fic in respect to a first one of the nodes acting as a server,
a second element to record traffic in aspect of other
node acting as a server, and a third element to record
traffic in respect of which no assignment as to role could
be made. In fact, it may be convenient to provide a re-
spective traffic element for each combination of a well-
known port at one node communicating with a not well-
known port at the other node.
[0076] The node role information collected in the
above manner is particularly useful in identifying the glo-
bal and local servers, this being the operation carried
out by the Extract-Server program 10. In the execution
of this latter program, the assessments as to whether a
node is a global or local server are based on its traffic
linkage when acting in a server role as opposed to a
client role, such a distinction now being possible through
the use of multiple traffic elements for each node pairing.
More particularly, in assessing whether a node is acting
as a server, reference will be had to the traffic elements
for which that node is identified as a server; in fact, ref-
erence will generally also be had to those traffic ele-
ments where the role of the node concerned is unde-
fined (in other words, the only traffic elements ignored
are those for which the node concerned is identified as
a client). The inclusion of the traffic for which a server
has no identified role is consistent with the description
of the Figure 5 Extract-Servers program given above in-
asmuch as absent any traffic involving well-known ports,
the same results will be obtained in both cases.
[0077] It will also be appreciated that when the traffic
associated with a server is disabled (for example, in step
35 of Figure 5), this involves only disabling the traffic
elements for which the node concerned is identified as
a server or for which no has been made.
[0078] Similar considerations apply in relation to how
the role information is used in connection with the Move-
Suggestions program 11 and the Split-Suggestions pro-
gram 12.
[0079] Various modifications to the above-described
network analysis method are, of course, possible. Thus,
although the method has been described in relation to
a network made up of sub-networks formed by logical
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segments at level 2 of the seven-layer OSI Reference
Model, the method can also be applied to networks
where the sub-networks take other forms, for example,
groupings of nodes separated by routers/gateways op-
erating at level 3 of the seven-layer OSI Reference Mod-
el.
[0080] Furthermore, the three primary analysis tasks
represented by the Extract-Servers program 10, the
Move-Suggestions program 11, and the Split-Sugges-
tions program 12, can be operated independently pro-
vided appropriate starting information is provided. Thus,
the Move-Suggestions analysis task can be carried out
independently of the Extract-Servers task provided that
the Move-Suggestions task is provided with a list of local
servers and their clients and with appropriate traffic da-
ta. Similarly, the Split-Suggestions task can also be car-
ried out independently of the Extract-Servers task; in-
deed, the Split-Suggestions task could be carried out
independently of the Move-Suggestion task provided
that either equivalent workgroup information was made
available from elsewhere, or the operation of the Split-
Suggestion task was modified to build up workgroups
itself. To this end, data on traffic internal to the sub-net-
work concerned may be analyzed to classify nodes on
the sub-network into workgroups by an iterative process
that involves for each iteration:-

- allocating the node with the greatest traffic linkage
to a respective new workgroup as a local server;

- further allocating as client nodes to the same work-
group those nodes whose linkage to the local server
node is greater than a predetermined portion (i.e.
50%) of the total linkage of the node concerned, and

- modifying the traffic data by removal of traffic asso-
ciated with the new workgroup.

[0081] These workgroups can then be reduced to two
in a manner already described and a decision then
made as to whether the sub-network can usefully be
split.

Claims

1. A network analysis method for use in relation to a
network of the type comprising a plurality of sub-
networks (X1-X4) each with a plurality of nodes (N),
the method comprising the steps of:

1) - monitoring the network to collect and store
traffic data (22) indicative of the linkage be-
tween nodes (N) as judged by traffic therebe-
tween;
2) - processing the traffic data (22) to identify
nodes (N4-N7) acting as local servers, that is,
servers whose linkage to anyone of said sub-
networks is equal to or greater than a predeter-
mined portion of the total linkage of that server;

and
3) - determining for at least one of the local
servers (N5) identified in step (2), the optimum
sub-network (X4) for this local server, this de-
termination involving notionally locating the lo-
cal server concerned on each sub-network
(X1-X4) in turn and evaluating for each such lo-
cation of the local server (N5), a predetermined
optimal-location function that provides a meas-
ure of the traffic between sub-networks that
would be associated with local server in its cur-
rent notional location, said determination fur-
ther including identifying as said optimum sub-
network, that sub-network (X4) for which eval-
uation of said function indicates a minimum for
said traffic between sub-networks.

2. A method according to claim1, wherein said opti-
mum-location function is a count of nodes that have
linkage with the local server (N5) concerned and are
located on sub-networks other than the one corre-
sponding to the said current notional location of the
local server.

3. A method according to claim1 or claim 2, wherein
for a said local server (N5) whose said optimum
sub-network (X4) has been determined, a determi-
nation is also made as to whether, if this local server
(N5) is located on its said optimum sub-network
(X4), any of the nodes to which it has linkage as a
server, should also be moved to said optimum sub-
network (X4); this determination involving testing
for each node whether the linkage between that
node and the local server (N5) is half or more of the
total linkage of that node.

4. A method according to any one of the preceding
claims, wherein for the group of local servers
(N4-N7) identified in step (2) of claim 1, each local
server is taken in turn in order of descending linkage
and for each such server:

(i) a respective workgroup (26) is created there-
fore unless the local server concerned has al-
ready been allocated to another workgroup cre-
ated in respect of a said local server higher in
said order;
(ii) if a said respective workgroup (26) has been
created in (i) for the local sever concerned, then
the server is allocated to that workgroup; and
(iii) any node whose linkage is half or more of
the total linkage of that node is allocated to the
same workgroup as the local server.

5. A method according to any one of the preceding
claims, wherein said predetermined portion re-
ferred to in step (2) of claim 1 is a half.
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6. A method according to any one of the preceding
claims, wherein the linkage of a node with other
nodes (N) is measured in terms of at least one of
the following:

- the number of said other nodes with which it
communicates;

- number of frames involved in the traffic with
said other nodes;

- number of bytes involved in the traffic with said
other nodes.

7. A method according to any one of the preceding
claims, wherein in step (1) of claim 1 the monitoring
of the network is carried out in such a manner as to
enable role information to be gathered indicative of
whether a node (N) is acting in a server or client role
in relation to individual traffic items associated
therewith, the identification of a node as a local
server (N4-N7) in step (2) being effected without ref-
erence to traffic for which the node is acting as a
client as indicated by said role information.

8. A method according to claim 7, wherein said role
information is derived on the basis of the well known
port status of the node end points associated with
traffic passed between a pair of nodes, one node of
said pair being identified as acting in a server role
and the other node in a client role where the end
point for said one node is a well known port whilst
the other end point is otherwise.

Patentansprüche

1. Ein Netzanalyseverfahren zur Verwendung in be-
zug auf ein Netz des Typs, das eine Mehrzahl von
Teilnetzen (X1-X4) aufweist, wobei jedes derselben
eine Mehrzahl von Knoten (N) aufweist, wobei das
Verfahren die folgenden Schritte aufweist:

1) Überwachen des Netzes, um Verkehrsdaten
(22) zu sammeln und zu speichern, die das Ver-
bindungsmaß zwischen Knoten (N) anzeigen,
wie dieses durch einen Verkehr zwischen den-
selben beurteilt wird;

2) Verarbeiten der Verkehrsdaten (22), um
Knoten (N4-N7) zu identifizieren, die als lokale
Server dienen, das heißt Server, deren Verbin-
dungsmaß zu einem der Teilnetze gleich oder
größer als ein vorbestimmter Teil des Gesamt-
verbindungsmaß dieses Servers ist; und

3) Bestimmen für zumindest einen der lokalen
Server (N5), der in Schritt 2) identifiziert wird,
des optimalen Teilnetzes (X4) für diesen loka-
len Server, wobei diese Bestimmung ein ange-

nommenes Lokalisieren des lokalen Servers,
der bei jedem Teilnetz (X1-X4) betroffen ist, der
Reihe nach und ein Bewerten, für jeden derar-
tigen Ort des lokalen Servers (N5), einer vor-
bestimmten Optimaler-Ort-Funktion beinhaltet,
die ein Maß des Verkehrs zwischen Teilnetzen
liefert, die einem lokalen Server an seinem ge-
genwärtigen angenommenen Ort zugeordnet
wären, wobei diese Bestimmung ferner ein
Identifizieren des Teilnetzes (X4), für das eine
Bewertung der Funktion ein Minimum für den
Verkehr zwischen Teilnetzen anzeigt, als das
optimale Teilnetz umfaßt.

2. Ein Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 1, bei dem die Op-
timaler-Ort-Funktion ein Zählwert von Knoten ist,
die ein Verbindungsmaß zu dem betroffenen loka-
len Server (N5) aufweisen und auf anderen Teilnet-
zen als dem angeordnet sind, das dem gegenwär-
tigen angenommenen Ort des lokalen Servers ent-
spricht.

3. Ein Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 1 oder Anspruch 2,
bei dem für den lokalen Server (N5), dessen opti-
males Teilnetz (X4) bestimmt wurde, eine Bestim-
mung auch dahingehend durchgeführt wird, ob,
wenn sich dieser lokale Server (N5) auf seinem op-
timalen Teilnetz (X4) befindet, einer der Knoten, mit
denen derselbe ein Verbindungsmaß als ein Server
aufweist, ebenso zu dem optimalen Teilnetz (X4)
bewegt werden soll; wobei diese Bestimmung ein
Testen, für jeden Knoten, ob das Verbindungsmaß
zwischen diesem Knoten und dem lokalen Server
(N5) die Hälfte oder mehr des Gesamtverbindungs-
maß dieses Knotens beträgt, beinhaltet.

4. Ein Verfahren gemäß einem der vorherigen Ansprü-
che, bei dem für die Gruppe lokaler Server (N4-N7),
die in Schritt (2) aus Anspruch 1 identifiziert werden,
jeder lokale Server der Reihe nach in einer Reihen-
folge eines absteigenden Verbindungsmaß genom-
men wird, wobei für jeden derartigen Server:

(i) eine jeweilige Arbeitsgruppe (26) hierfür er-
zeugt wird, es sei denn, der betroffene lokale
Server wurde bereits einer weiteren Arbeits-
gruppe zugeteilt, die in bezug auf einen lokalen
Server erzeugt wurde, der höher in der Reihen-
folge ist;

(ii) wenn die jeweilige Arbeitsgruppe (26) in (i)
für den betroffenen lokalen Server erzeugt wur-
de, der Server dieser Arbeitsgruppe zugeteilt
wird; und

(iii) jeder Knoten, dessen Verbindungsmaß die
Hälfte oder mehr des Gesamtverbindungsmaß
dieses Knotens ist, der gleichen Arbeitsgruppe
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wie der lokale Server zugeteilt wird.

5. Ein Verfahren gemäß einem der vorherigen Ansprü-
che, bei dem der vordefinierte Teil, auf den in Schritt
(2) aus Anspruch 1 Bezug genommen wird, eine
Hälfte beträgt.

6. Ein Verfahren gemäß einem der vorherigen Ansprü-
che, bei dem das Verbindungsmaß eines Knotens
zu anderen Knoten (N) hinsichtlich zumindest einer
der folgenden gemessen wird:

- der Anzahl anderer Knoten, mit denen derselbe
kommuniziert;

- Anzahl von Rahmen, die bei dem Verkehr mit
den anderen Knoten beinhaltet sind;

- Anzahl von Bytes, die in dem Verkehr mit den
anderen Knoten beinhaltet sind.

7. Ein Verfahren gemäß einem der vorherigen Ansprü-
che, bei dem in Schritt (1) aus Anspruch 1 das Über-
wachen des Netzes auf eine derartige Weise aus-
geführt wird, um es zu ermöglichen, daß Rollenin-
formationen gesammelt werden können, die anzei-
gen, ob ein Knoten (N) in einer Server- oder Klien-
tenrolle in bezug auf einzelne Verkehrsobjekte
agiert, die demselben zugeordnet sind, wobei die
Identifizierung eines Knotens als ein lokaler Server
(N4-N7) in Schritt (2) ohne Bezugnahme auf einen
Verkehr ausgeführt wird, für den der Knoten als ein
Klient wirkt, wie durch die Rolleninformationen an-
gezeigt wird.

8. Ein Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 7, bei dem die Rol-
leninformationen auf der Basis des bekannten Tor-
Status der Knotenendpunkte hergeleitet werden,
die einem Verkehr zugeordnet sind, der zwischen
einem Paar von Knoten verläuft, wobei ein Knoten
des gerade identifizierten Paares in einer Server-
rolle agiert und der andere Knoten in einer Klienten-
rolle, wobei der Endpunkt für den einen Knoten ein
bekanntes Tor ist, während der andere Endpunkt
dies nicht ist.

Revendications

1. Procédé d'analyse de réseau, susceptible d'être uti-
lisé en relation avec un réseau du type comprenant
une pluralité de sous-réseaux (X1 à X4), chacun
avec une pluralité de noeuds (N), le procédé com-
prenant les étapes consistant à :

1) surveiller le réseau pour collecter et mémo-
riser des données de trafic (22) indicatives des
chaînages entre les noeuds (N), tels qu'ils sont

appréciés par le trafic entre ceux-ci ;
2) traiter les données de trafic (22) pour identi-
fier les noeuds (N4 à N7) agissant en tant que
serveurs locaux, c'est-à-dire des serveurs dont
le chaînage vers un quelconque desdits sous-
réseaux est supérieur ou égal à une proportion
prédéterminée du chaînage total de ce
serveur ; et
3) déterminer, pour au moins un des serveurs
locaux (N5) identifiés à l'étape (2), le sous-ré-
seau optimum (X4) pour ce serveur local, cette
détermination mettant en oeuvre une localisa-
tion hypothétique du serveur local concerné sur
chaque sous réseau (X1 à X4) à son tour et une
évaluation, pour chacune de ces localisations
du serveur local (N5), d'une fonction de locali-
sation optimale prédéterminée, fournissant une
mesure du trafic entre les sous-réseaux qui se-
raient associés au serveur local dans sa loca-
lisation hypothétique courante, ladite détermi-
nation comprenant, en outre, une identification,
en tant que ledit sous-réseau optimum, du
sous-réseau (X4) pour lequel une évaluation de
ladite fonction indique un minimum pour ledit
trafic entre sous-réseaux.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, pour lequel ladite
fonction de localisation optimale est un compte des
noeuds ayant un chaînage avec le serveur local
(N5) concerné et qui sont localisés sur des sous-
réseaux autres que celui correspondant à ladite lo-
calisation hypothétique courante du serveur local.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou la revendica-
tion 2, pour lequel, pour un desdits serveurs locaux
(N5) dont ledit sous-réseau optimum (X4) a été dé-
terminé, une détermination est également faite afin
d'évaluer, dans le cas où ce serveur local (N5) serait
localisé sur son sous-réseau optimum (X4), si cer-
tains des noeuds avec lesquels il a un chaînage, en
tant que serveur, doivent également être déplacés
vers ledit sous-réseau optimum (X4) ; cette déter-
mination mettant en oeuvre un essai afin d'évaluer,
pour chaque noeud, si le chaînage entre ce noeud
et le serveur local (N5) représente la moitié ou da-
vantage du chaînage total de ce noeud.

4. Procédé selon l'une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, pour lequel, pour le groupe de ser-
veurs locaux (N4 à N7) identifié à l'étape (2) de la
revendication 1, chaque serveur local est pris, à son
tour, dans l'ordre de chaînage descendant et pour
chacun de tels serveurs :

(i) un groupe de travail respectif (26) est créé
pour celui-ci, à moins que le serveur local con-
cerné ait déjà été affecté à un autre groupe de
travail créé relativement à un desdits serveurs
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locaux d'un rang plus élevé dans ledit ordre ;
(ii) si un desdits groupes de travail respectifs
(26) a été créé en

(i) pour le serveur local concerné, alors le ser-
veur est affecté à ce groupe de travail ; et
(iii) un noeud quelconque, dont le chaînage re-
présente la moitié ou davantage du chaînage
total de ce noeud, est affecté au même groupe
de travail que le serveur local.

5. Procédé selon l'une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, pour lequel ladite proportion prédéter-
minée, à laquelle il est fait référence à l'étape (2) de
la revendication 1, est de la moitié.

6. Procédé selon l'une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, pour lequel le chaînage d'un noeud
avec d'autres noeuds (N) est mesuré en ce qui con-
cerne au moins un des éléments suivants :

- le nombre desdits autres noeuds avec lesquels
il communique ;

- le nombre de trames mises en oeuvre dans le
trafic avec lesdits autres noeuds ;

- le nombre d'octets mis en oeuvre dans le trafic
avec lesdits autres noeuds.

7. Procédé selon l'une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, pour lequel, à l'étape (1) de la reven-
dication 1, la surveillance du réseau est effectuée
de manière à permettre à des informations de rôle
d'être recueillies, indicatives du fait qu'un noeud (N)
agit suivant un rôle de serveur ou de client en rela-
tion avec des articles de trafic individuel associés à
celui-ci, l'identification d'un noeud en tant que ser-
veur local (N4 à N7) à l'étape (2) étant effectuée
sans référence au trafic pour lequel le noeud agit
en tant que client, tel que l'indiquent lesdites infor-
mations de rôle.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 7, pour lequel les-
dites informations de rôle sont dérivées en se fon-
dant sur l'état de port bien connu des points d'ex-
trémités de noeuds, associés au trafic transitant en-
tre une paire de noeuds, un premier noeud de ladite
paire étant identifié comme agissant suivant un rôle
de serveur et l'autre noeud suivant un rôle de client,
le point d'extrémité dudit premier noeud étant un
port bien connu, alors que l'autre point d'extrémité
est autre.
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